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Abstract: Literature shows that learners’ emotions affect the effectiveness of multimedia learning, which is explained by Cognitive-Affective Theory of Learning with Media (CATLM). An emotional design that changes learners’ emotional status can facilitate or suppress multimedia learning. In CATLM individual difference is an assumption. How learner expertise affects the effectiveness of emotional designs remains unclear. This study comprising 122 K12 students aims to investigate the effect of learner expertise (novice vs advanced) and emotional design—face-shape like and warm colors—(with vs without) on developing remembering and understanding. These results showed that (1) in remembering the emotional design group performed better, and (2) in understanding the design benefited the advanced group, but not the novice group. A plausible explanation is the benefits of the emotional design do not outweigh its drawback in the novice group when developing understanding. Further analysis reveals that learner expertise and learning outcomes aid to determine the designs’ effects.
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Introduction
Recent research on multimedia learning has been focusing on the influence of affective processes such as emotions and motivations (Ng & Chiu, 2017; Park, Knörzer, Plass, & Brünken, 2015). Multimedia design elements that can change learners emotional status (Heidig, Müller, & Reichelt, 2015) may affect working memory capacities during learning, which is supported by many empirical studies (Knörzer, Brünken, & Park, 2016). These studies showed that learners emotions can facilitate or suppress their learning processes, for examples, Knörzer and colleagues (2016) provided evidences that there are differential effects of diverse emotional status on multimedia learning - a facilitating effect of induced positive emotions and a suppressive effect of induced negative emotions occurred on learning outcomes. These empirical evidences can be explained by Moreno’s Cognitive-Affective Theory of Learning with Media (CATLM) (Moreno, 2009). CATLM suggests that individual difference includes learner expertise affects multimedia learning, which is supported by studies of Chiu and Mok (2017), Kalyuga (2007, 2014) and his colleagues (2012). However, how learner expertise affects the effectiveness of emotional design remains unclear. The present study aims to investigate the effects of learner expertise and emotional design on learning outcomes - remembering and understanding. The rest of the paper is organised as follows: we first present the theoretical framework of this studies, and previous studies on emotional design in multimedia learning, followed by the purpose and methodology of the study. Then we describe the results of our analyses, followed by discussing the results and concluding the study.

The present study
This study investigates how different learner expertise levels affect an emotional design on multimedia learning and attempts to understand how the design affect cognitive capacities available for learning. We expected that the design would place extraneous cognitive load on both learners, but have larger facilitating effects on novice learners in developing understanding due to the expertise reversal effect (Kalyuga, 2007, 2014) The participants comprised 122 primary 1 and 2 students, (5-9 years old, around 52% is boy), and an experienced mathematics teacher in Hong Kong. A 2 x 2 between subjects factorial design with the factors learner expertise (primary 1, P1 vs primary 2, P2) and emotional design (with an emotional deign, ED vs without, ND) was used. This resulted in the four experimental conditions. Materials were written in Chinese (Cantonese style) included learning materials, a post-test and a questionnaire. The learning materials were 5-minute videos; the topic was understanding geometrical patterns. In the experimental group, face-like shape and warm colors were used in the design. The post-test was in form of multiple choice questions with 4 answers assessed remembering and understanding. The questions were used in the experiments of Ng and Chiu (2017) and modified from the studies of Chiu (2016, 2017), Chiu and Mok (2017), and Chiu and Churchill (2015). The remembering measured learning outcomes by means of recall questions, as same as that presented in the videos from the control group; that of understanding were new. Each measure had 10 questions and scored 1. The questionnaire includes a 5-scale likert question measuring intrinsic motivation - I find learning the material is fun. This question was used in the study of Plass and colleagues (2014).

Discussions and conclusions
There are three major empirical implications. First, the emotional design “face-shape like and warm colors” had main effects when developing remembering. Second, the design benefited the advanced group, but not the novice group when developing understanding. Final the emotional design derived more fun (instinct motivation) from the learning process. Most previous relevant studies did not take learner expertise / order thinking skill into account when studying the emotional designs (see Park et al., 2015, Plass et al., 2014; Knörzer, et al., 2016; Schneider et al., 2016; Um et al., 2012). In their studies, the authors advocated that an appropriate emotional design can facilitate cognitive processing during learning even though it may place extraneous cognitive load on the learners. The learners would invest more effort in their cognitive processing to integrate their prior knowledge from long term memory and organized knowledge from the multimedia presentations into new knowledge. Moreover, this study affords two practical suggestions. First, it is more effective to use the face-shape like and warm colors for all learners in developing lower order thinking skills. The human-like pictures are recommended to be included in multimedia presentations when the learning tasks are not too complicated. Second, we suggest that teachers should be very careful when they design activities for drawing interests and fostering motivation because those activities may not lead to better learning outcomes. Multimedia presentation designers are suggested to use learner expertise and learning outcomes to determine whether to include emotional design offered to learners. Overall, future research on adaptive learning environments should focus on cognitive processing, and interactions among learner prerequisites, emotions and multimedia presentations.
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